
Monday 12 February

Y = C + …

where we’re going: C today, I on Wednesday, G, X, IM on Friday

===

C = Y + TR - T - S consumption is (if we measure properly) earned & capital income plus transfers less 
taxes less savings

YD = Y(1-τ) + TR disposable income is income less taxes plus transfers where T taxes = τY a tax rate 
times income

C = YD(1-s) where savings S is sYD the savings rate out of disposable income

put it all together and we get: 

C = [Y(1-τ) + TR](1-s). This provides convenient algebra later in the term

===

1. savings: why?

inventory: period & lumpy income receipts vs regular, smaller consumption outflows

precautionary: for unexpected (short-term) needs

life cycle:

retirement: start with your first job to get in the habit!!

children: if/when you’re in your parents’ shoes…

miscellaneous: other lumpy purchases, such as a house downpayment. not large/systematic.

behest: many behests are accidental: you’d rather die with money in the bank then run out of money 
and die. now in the US that tends not to happen, but for the poorest half-billion of the world’s 
population, it’s all too literal a description.

empirical work suggests that many in the US intend to leave a behest, but that does not seem to be 
the case in Japan and Europe. furthermore, this varies from generation to generation, and is 
empirically hard to measure – for example, small business owners may gradually transfer the 
business to their children before they die rather than holding onto everything until the end.

2. life-cycle models: we looked at that developed by Franco Modigliani, but it very similar to the 
“Permanent Income” model of Milton Friedman. both received Nobel Prizes that highlighted their 
contributions to understanding savings and consumption.

income: profile is predictable, at least as a population average

consumption: both intuition and empirical evidence suggests we attempt to smooth over time

implication: shocks (e.g., an unanticipated drop in income during a recession) lead us to dip into 
savings rather than cut consumption.

consumption is smoother than income ← → savings behavior mutes shocks to GDP.

3. in the US, about 1 in 6 people don’t have a bank account and live paycheck to paycheck, with little or 
no savings for any purpose. this means that a detailed model ought to incorporate two types of 
households, those who save and those who don’t (and have no wealth).

in other words, our model simplifies the real world. savings behavior doesn’t offset shocks to incoe 
on a  one-for-one basis.



4. how about a change in asset returns? does an increase in interest rates raise savings?

a. the quick response is that setting aside a dollar today buys more consumption tomorrow. this 

substitution effect should raise S.

b. however, most savings is life cycle. in that case we don’t need to set aside as much to meet our 
goals for retirement. hence the 

income effect should lower S: we can have our cake and eat it too: higher C today, higher C 
tomorrow.

on net they offset each other in theory and empirically. work for various countries and time periods 
shows that there is no correlation between returns to savings and the level of savings.

addendum: we will see an indirect effect for cashflow-constrained households via borrowing. but 
that’s not a topic we took up on Monday.

5. data

graphs (from the National Transfer Accounts project) show

• flat consumption for France, China, Ghana

• rising consumption in older age for the US

the US is exceptional: we don’t control healthcare costs, and most of those are born at the end 
of life.

6. additional topics: not for class, but a ready extension!!

we didn’t mention “demographic dividends” but the shape of the income curve suggests that for a 
country that had a baby boom that’s ended, there will be a period of 20-30 years when there will be 
few young dependents as a proportion of the population, but not yet many old-age dependents. 

this will lead to a (i) bump in incomes, as much of the populatino is of prime age [and fewer women 
are caring for children, so they add to the gain] while (ii) there will also be higher savings while will 
allow higher capital accumulation. capital is a complement to labor, so that adds to the “sweet spot” 
of the demographic dividend.

this of course fits nicely with Marc Levinson’s story of a post-WWII “extraordinary time.” the baby 
boomers were all in the labor force by the mid-1970s…

http://ntaccounts.org/web/nta/show/Browse%20database

